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Photon-axion oscillation
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Dimming of bright sources
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Cosmic Distance Measurements 
A lot of progress in measuring cosmic distances over the years!  

Luminosity distances (LD): relies on the apparent brightness of a 
source with known brightness (standard candles).  

Source: type Ia Supernovae (SNIa).  

Angular diameter distances (ADD): relies on the apparent size of a 
source with known size (standard ruler).  

Source: galaxy clusters. 
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Luminosity Distances (LD) 

With 𝛾-a 
conversion
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LD to type Ia SN (SNIa)

Figure 4. Residuals of the Pantheon SNIa apparent magnitude (left) and the cluster ADD (right)
data, compared to a ⇤CDM benchmark with ⌦⇤ = 0.69, H0 = 69 km sec�1 Mpc�1, and M =
�19.39. The colors denote the deviation from this benchmark in these observables, for ne,IGM =
1.6 ⇥ 10�8 cm�3, ma = 10�16 eV, and both ga�� = 6 ⇥ 10�13 GeV�1 (solid, yellow) and ga�� =
6⇥10�12 GeV�1 (dot-sahed, green). In the right panel, both the case with (diamonds) and without
(lines) ICM e↵ects are presented. For the former, we use the magnetic field model A.

cluster [70] and X-ray spectroscopy from AGN NGC 1275 [51] (note that the ICM magnetic

field modeling for NGC 1275 bound is questioned in [54]). We could see that,

• the weakest limit we have, assuming that no X-ray photon-axion conversion in ICM,

leads to a bound comparable to existing bounds from SN1987a and super star cluster:

ga�� . (4� 5)⇥ 10�12 GeV�1 for ma . 5⇥ 10�13 eV, assuming BIGM = 1 nG. For

weaker BIGM, the bounds should be scaled by nG/BIGM accordingly.

• if the magnetic field in ICM is described by model A in Eq. (2.10), the strongest limit

we have pushes ga�� . (5� 6)⇥ 10�13 GeV�1 for ma . 5⇥ 10�12 eV. As mentioned

above, these bounds are independent of BIGM. Note that to avoid a busy plot, we do

not show the bounds assuming model B and C in Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12). They are

weaker than the one from model A but still stronger than the weakest limit assuming

only IGM conversion.

Note that axions in the narrow mass range (6 ⇥ 10�13
� 10�11) eV are ruled out by

superradiance of stellar black holes [71] and for even lighter axions with mass around or

below 10�20 eV, there exists interesting constraints on ga�� from AGN [72], protoplanetary

disk polarimetry [73] and CMB birefringence [74], which we do not show in the figure.

In addition, the distortion of CMB spectrum due to � � a conversion only places strong

bounds at ma > 10�14 eV [60, 61], which scales with BIGM.

It has been noted in [75] that for ultralight axions, cosmological considerations re-

quiring axion to have a matter-power spectrum that matches that of cold dark matter

constrains the magnitude of the axion couplings to the visible sector. As a result, at least

part of the parameter space the cosmic distance measurements could probe is associated

with non-trivial axion models, in which axions have an abnormally large coupling to pho-

tons, as constructed in [75–78].
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Scolnic et.al 2018



Angular Diameter Distances (ADD) 

d𝜃
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ADDs are usually not affected by 𝛾-a conversions since they are not 
inferred from brightness.  

E.g.: baryonic acoustic oscillation (BAO); 

 Yet they could be affected if the diameter, d, is determined from 
light! That happens when measuring ADD’s to galaxy clusters.  

rs

http://www.astro.ucla.edu/~wright/BAO-cosmology.html
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ADD to galaxy clusters 

ΛCDM

Bonamente et.al 2006
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BICM ~ 10 µG
de Bruyn et.al 2005; Bonafede 
et.al 2010; Feretti et.al 2012;…



With 𝛾-a conversion
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survival probability taking into account of 
magnetic ICM effect (numerically the most 
important factor)
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Datasets 
 Pantheon (LD): apparent magnitudes of 1048 SNIa;  

 Clusters (ADD): ADD measurements of 38 galaxy clusters;  

 BAO (ADD): 6 measurements of H0 ⨉ rsdrag;   

 Distance “anchor” (Hubble crisis; review: Aylor et.al 2019) 

         - Late: SH0ES (SNIa absolute brightness) + TDCOSMO (H0) 

         - Early: Planck 2018 (H0, rsdrag)

Code available: github.com/ManuelBuenAbad/cosmo_axions  



Results
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Results
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Planck 2018



Results

X-ray photon - axion 
conversion in ICM; 
independent of BIGM

SH0ES+TDCOSM

Planck 2018



Takeaway
✤ IGM: strong bounds on axion-photon coupling for ma < 10-12 eV 

(assuming common benchmark BIGM = 1nG) 

✤ ICM: stronger bound (independent of IGM)  

✤ Independent of Hubble crisis!   

         — Constraints from H(z)/H0, not H0! 

✤ Improvements: 

      — Better measurements of shape H(z)/H0  

      — Determine IGM/ICM properties more precisely 



Thank you!



Backup



Axion-like particles
Axion: periodic pseudo-scalar. Important benchmark of feebly-coupled 
particles in BSM.  

Classic example: QCD axion. Peccei, Quinn, Weinberg, Wilczek, Kim, Shifman, 
Vainshtein, Zakharov, Dine, Fischler, Srednicki, Zhitnitsky                                                      
Cold DM candidate Abott, Sikivie; Dine, Fischler; Preskill, Wise, Wilczek.  

In this talk, focus on axion-like particles (not QCD axions and not 
necessarily dark matter) with a coupling
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and the photon-axion conversion may not be encoded in a single function of z or a single

parameter. Instead, we just choose the observables to be quantities directly measured or

inferred in each dataset, such as the apparent magnitude of SNIa, DA of galaxy clusters

and characteristic angular scale of the matter two-point correlation function for BAO, and

build corresponding likelihood functions.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2, we discuss the basic formalism of axion-

photon conversion in IGM or ICM. We also discuss howDL andDA could be a↵ected by the

conversion. In Sec. 3, we discuss the datasets included in our analyses and the statistical

method we use. In Sec. 4, we present and discuss the results as constraints on the axion

parameter space. We conclude in Sec. 5. Throughout the paper, we assume that there is

negligible axion production at SNIa and the photon-axion conversion in IGM is to dim the

SNs. In Appendix A, we will entertain the readers with the possibility of resonant axion

production at SNIa, which might open up the possibility of brightening SNIa through IGM

conversion. We will explain the related model building challenges and why this could not

serve as a solution to the current Hubble problem/crisis.

2 Axion-photon conversion

In this section, we will first review the basic formulas to describe photon-axion conversion

in a magnetic field. We will then discuss the models of the two media, IGM and ICM, in

which the conversion could happen. Lastly, we will discuss how various cosmic distances,

DL to SNIa and DA to galaxy clusters, could be a↵ected by the conversion in di↵erent

ways.

Throughout the rest of this paper we will make frequent reference to the parameters

that describe axion-photon conversion in a flat ⇤CDM cosmological setting. As a short-

hand, we denote these parameters as ✓ = {⌦⇤, H0,ma, ga��} and ⇥ = ✓ [ {M, r
drag
s };

where ⌦⇤ is the fraction of today’s energy density in the cosmological constant, H0 is

the Hubble parameter, ma is the axion mass, M is the absolute magnitude of the SNIa

standard candles, and r
drag
s is the comoving sound horizon size at the time of baryon drag.

2.1 Basic formulas

In the presence of external magnetic fields, the operator in Eq. (1.1) implies that the

propagation eigenstates of the photon-axion system are mixtures of axion and photon

states. As a result, there is a non-zero probability P0 that a photon oscillates and converts

into an axion while traveling through the magnetic field, e↵ectively resulting in photon

number violation. When birefringence and Faraday rotation e↵ects are small, as is the case

of propagation in IGM [29], the axion mixes only with the photon polarization parallel to

the component of the magnetic field BT , which is transversal to the direction of motion.

In the simple case of photons with energy ! propagating in a constant and homogeneous

magnetic field with B = |BT |, the axion-photon conversion probability is given by the

well-known formula:

P0 =
(2�a�)2

k2
sin2

✓
kx

2

◆
, (2.1)

– 3 –
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is the e↵ective photon mass squared in the presence of an ionized

plasma with an electron number density ne
1.

The photons associated with typical observables travel through various environments,

such as the IGM or the ICM, traversing a large number of magnetic domains. In order to

quantitatively describe this phenomenon, some simplifying assumptions are made about

the path traveled by the photons. The path, extending from a source at some distance y

to the observer, is assumed to cross a large number N of magnetic domains. Each i-th

domain has a physical size Li and a randomly oriented magnetic field of strength Bi [32].

With these simplifications, the resulting net probability of photon-axion conversion over

many domains is then given by

Pa�(y) = (1�A)
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where A ⌘
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⌘
depends on the ratio of the initial intensities of axions and photons

coming from the source, denoted by I
0
a and I

0
� respectively; and P0,i is the conversion

probability in the i-th magnetic domain, which can be obtained from Eq. (2.1) for x = Li.

Since N is very large, Eq. (2.4) can be rewritten as an integral. In order to do this,

we assume that y is a distance that scales linearly with N , such that s = y/N remains

constant as N goes to infinity. For example, for IGM propagation the domains are typically

assumed to be evenly distributed in comoving space, which means that each domain has

comoving size s and the distance to the source is a comoving distance y = Ns. Under these

assumptions, we have

Pa�(y) = (1�A)
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The ratio of the observed photon flux and the emitted photon flux from the source is then

given by

P�� = 1� Pa� . (2.6)

2.2 Intergalactic medium propagation

We will consider the propagation of photons in di↵erent media. In this section, we will

consider IGM first. IGM, more precisely, the space between large scale structures, could

1Neutral atoms, dominated by hydrogen, also contribute to the e↵ective photon mass [30, 31]. For

optical energies this contribution is negative but negligible, whereas for X-ray energies it is positive and

sizeable. However, since the ionization is very close to 1 at the late redshifts we are interested in, this e↵ect

is subdominant when compared on the uncertainty in the value of ne itself in the IGM.
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and the photon-axion conversion may not be encoded in a single function of z or a single

parameter. Instead, we just choose the observables to be quantities directly measured or

inferred in each dataset, such as the apparent magnitude of SNIa, DA of galaxy clusters

and characteristic angular scale of the matter two-point correlation function for BAO, and

build corresponding likelihood functions.
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ways.
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that describe axion-photon conversion in a flat ⇤CDM cosmological setting. As a short-

hand, we denote these parameters as ✓ = {⌦⇤, H0,ma, ga��} and ⇥ = ✓ [ {M, r
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where ⌦⇤ is the fraction of today’s energy density in the cosmological constant, H0 is
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is the e↵ective photon mass squared in the presence of an ionized

plasma with an electron number density ne
1.

The photons associated with typical observables travel through various environments,

such as the IGM or the ICM, traversing a large number of magnetic domains. In order to

quantitatively describe this phenomenon, some simplifying assumptions are made about

the path traveled by the photons. The path, extending from a source at some distance y

to the observer, is assumed to cross a large number N of magnetic domains. Each i-th

domain has a physical size Li and a randomly oriented magnetic field of strength Bi [32].

With these simplifications, the resulting net probability of photon-axion conversion over

many domains is then given by
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probability in the i-th magnetic domain, which can be obtained from Eq. (2.1) for x = Li.

Since N is very large, Eq. (2.4) can be rewritten as an integral. In order to do this,

we assume that y is a distance that scales linearly with N , such that s = y/N remains

constant as N goes to infinity. For example, for IGM propagation the domains are typically

assumed to be evenly distributed in comoving space, which means that each domain has

comoving size s and the distance to the source is a comoving distance y = Ns. Under these
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The ratio of the observed photon flux and the emitted photon flux from the source is then

given by

P�� = 1� Pa� . (2.6)

2.2 Intergalactic medium propagation

We will consider the propagation of photons in di↵erent media. In this section, we will

consider IGM first. IGM, more precisely, the space between large scale structures, could

1Neutral atoms, dominated by hydrogen, also contribute to the e↵ective photon mass [30, 31]. For

optical energies this contribution is negative but negligible, whereas for X-ray energies it is positive and

sizeable. However, since the ionization is very close to 1 at the late redshifts we are interested in, this e↵ect

is subdominant when compared on the uncertainty in the value of ne itself in the IGM.
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and the photon-axion conversion may not be encoded in a single function of z or a single
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ways.
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that describe axion-photon conversion in a flat ⇤CDM cosmological setting. As a short-

hand, we denote these parameters as ✓ = {⌦⇤, H0,ma, ga��} and ⇥ = ✓ [ {M, r
drag
s };

where ⌦⇤ is the fraction of today’s energy density in the cosmological constant, H0 is

the Hubble parameter, ma is the axion mass, M is the absolute magnitude of the SNIa

standard candles, and r
drag
s is the comoving sound horizon size at the time of baryon drag.
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into an axion while traveling through the magnetic field, e↵ectively resulting in photon
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of propagation in IGM [29], the axion mixes only with the photon polarization parallel to

the component of the magnetic field BT , which is transversal to the direction of motion.
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In IGM,

be home to primordial magnetic fields, which serve as “seeds” for the observed magnetic

fields in astronomical sources of di↵erent sizes, from stars to galaxy clusters. They could

be generated during the preheating/reheating epochs immediately after inflation or during

cosmological phase transitions before the formation of CMB. Magnetic fields produced at

late times (at redshifts z < 10) from outflows of already formed galaxies could also reside

in IGM. For a review of the generation mechanisms, see [33].

At the moment, there is no direct evidence of the IGM magnetic field. Instead there

are observational upper and lower bounds on the amplitude of the magnetic field in IGM.

CMB anisotropies set upper limits about nG on the present value of primordial magnetic

field [34–37]. Other observations, such as the non-observation of Faraday rotation of the

polarization plane of radio emission from distant quasars, set a similar upper limit [33].2

On the other hand, the non-observation of very high energy �-ray cascade emission sets a

lower bound on the magnetic field BIGM & 10�16G for a coherent length above Mpc and

becomes more stringent at smaller coherent lengths. For recent reviews of the constraints,

see [33, 39, 40]. In our paper, we will take a benchmark value of 1 nG and coherent length

of 1 Mpc for the magnetic field of IGM. We caution the reader that the bound we derive on

axion coupling from datasets that are sensitive to the photon propagation in IGM should

be understood as an upper bound on ga�� ⇥
BIGM
1 nG .

Another important quantity of IGM that matters in our analysis is the electron density

ne, which determines the plasma photon mass. At low redshifts, most of the baryons

are in photoionized di↵use intergalactic gas (Lyman-↵ forest) and warm-hot intergalactic

matter [41]. Among these two structures, Lyman-↵ forest contributes 28±11% of the total

mass (at z < 0.5) [41] but occupies & 90% of the total volume [42]. The other structures

including warm-hot intergalactic matter are more condensed and takes up a much smaller

volume. Thus what matters more for the photon propagation is the Lyman-↵ forest. The

average electron density of Lyman-↵ forest is about 6.5 ⇥ 10�8cm�3, assuming its mass

fraction to be the central value 28%. This is not the entire story. Recent simulations

show that for di↵use gas, most of the volume is occupied by cosmic voids, large under-

dense patches, and sheets, two-dimensional structures of matter, each of which occupies

⇠ 30 � 50% of the entire volume at z  1 [42]. Based on [42], the electron density of

sheet component of Lyman-↵ forest is about half of the average one over all components,

3⇥10�8cm�3, while the electron density of the void component is about 1/4 of the average,

1.6⇥10�8cm�3 at z = 0. We will take these two values as benchmarks of the plasma electron

density in IGM in our analysis.

For photons traveling through the IGM, Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) could be rewritten in

terms of z as

P
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�� (z;✓) = A+ (1�A) exp
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dz0
ln
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1� 3
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5 , (2.7)

2There is a slightly stronger upper bound on primordial magnetic field, which is ⇠ 0.3 � 0.5 nG from

ultra-faint dwarf galaxies [38]. It is based on a strong assumption that the primordial magnetic field follows

ideal magnetohydrodynamics. We will not adopt it in our paper.
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where H(z0;⌦⇤, H0) = H0

p
⌦⇤ + (1� ⌦⇤)(1 + z0)3 is the Hubble expansion rate in flat

⇤CDM; and P0(z0;ma, ga��) is the axion-photon conversion probability in Eq. (2.1) with

all the relevant quantities appropriately rescaled by the redshift [25]: s is the comoving

IGM domain size; x = L = s/(1 + z
0) their physical size, BIGM ! BIGM(1 + z

0)2 the

IGM magnetic field, ne,IGM ! ne,IGM(1 + z
0)3 the IGM electron number density, and

! ! !(1+ z
0) the photon energy. The benchmark values of BIGM and ne,IGM are discussed

and explained above.

2.3 Intracluster medium propagation

The angular diameter distances to galaxy clusters, as we will see in Sec. 2.4, rely on

measurements of cluster X-ray brightness. The X-ray photons are produced throughout

the cluster via Bremsstrahlung and line-emission involving the ionized plasma composing

the ICM. These photons travel first through the ICM and then the IGM to reach the

detector.

Faraday rotation measurements in long wavelengths have shown [43–46] that ICM has

magnetic fields with a strength of order O(µG). Therefore a fraction of the X-ray photons

could convert into axions. This possibility has been studied in the literature and yields

some of the strongest limits on couplings of very low mass axions to photons [47–51]. We

devote the rest of this section to the computation of the e↵ect ICM propagation has on

X-rays photons as they leave the cluster. In order to perform this calculation, we need

prescriptions for the ICM’s electron number density ne,ICM and magnetic field BICM.

We model ne,ICM with the double-� profile [24, 52]
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where ne,0 is the central density, rc1, rc2 are the two core radii, f is the fractional contri-

bution from the inner core, and � is the slope. Eq. (2.8) allows us to compute the photon

plasma mass m� , necessary in the computation of the axion-photon conversion probability

in Eq. (2.1). The values of the parameters for the double-� profiles of the clusters we use

in this work can be found in [24].

For the magnetic field we follow previous literature [45, 46, 51, 53] and assume the

magnetic field follows a power law on the number density:

BICM(r) = Bref

✓
ne(r)

ne(rref)

◆
⌘

, (2.9)

where rref is some reference radius from the cluster’s center, Bref is the magnetic field value

at that point, and ⌘ some power. We will take the two models of the ICM magnetic field

of the Perseus cluster found in [51] and the one for the magnetic field of the Coma cluster

in [45] as benchmarks for our analysis of the ICM e↵ect:

Model A : rref = 0 kpc, Bref = 25 µG, ⌘ = 0.7 , (2.10)

Model B : rref = 25 kpc, Bref = 7.5 µG, ⌘ = 0.5 , (2.11)

Model C : rref = 0 kpc, Bref = 4.7 µG, ⌘ = 0.5 . (2.12)
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where x is the distance traveled by the photon, and

k ⌘

q
(2�a�)2 + (�a ���)

2
, (2.2)

�a� ⌘
ga��B

2
, �a ⌘

m
2
a

2!
, �� ⌘

m
2
�

2!
, (2.3)

in which m
2
� ⌘

4⇡↵ne
me

is the e↵ective photon mass squared in the presence of an ionized

plasma with an electron number density ne
1.

The photons associated with typical observables travel through various environments,

such as the IGM or the ICM, traversing a large number of magnetic domains. In order to

quantitatively describe this phenomenon, some simplifying assumptions are made about

the path traveled by the photons. The path, extending from a source at some distance y

to the observer, is assumed to cross a large number N of magnetic domains. Each i-th

domain has a physical size Li and a randomly oriented magnetic field of strength Bi [32].

With these simplifications, the resulting net probability of photon-axion conversion over

many domains is then given by

Pa�(y) = (1�A)

 
1�

NY

i=1

✓
1�

3

2
P0,i

◆!
, (2.4)

where A ⌘
2
3

⇣
1 + I

0
a
I0�

⌘
depends on the ratio of the initial intensities of axions and photons

coming from the source, denoted by I
0
a and I

0
� respectively; and P0,i is the conversion

probability in the i-th magnetic domain, which can be obtained from Eq. (2.1) for x = Li.

Since N is very large, Eq. (2.4) can be rewritten as an integral. In order to do this,

we assume that y is a distance that scales linearly with N , such that s = y/N remains

constant as N goes to infinity. For example, for IGM propagation the domains are typically

assumed to be evenly distributed in comoving space, which means that each domain has

comoving size s and the distance to the source is a comoving distance y = Ns. Under these

assumptions, we have

Pa�(y) = (1�A)

0

@1� exp

2

41
s

yZ

0

dy0 ln

✓
1�

3

2
P0(y

0)

◆3

5

1

A . (2.5)

The ratio of the observed photon flux and the emitted photon flux from the source is then

given by

P�� = 1� Pa� . (2.6)

2.2 Intergalactic medium propagation

We will consider the propagation of photons in di↵erent media. In this section, we will

consider IGM first. IGM, more precisely, the space between large scale structures, could

1Neutral atoms, dominated by hydrogen, also contribute to the e↵ective photon mass [30, 31]. For

optical energies this contribution is negative but negligible, whereas for X-ray energies it is positive and

sizeable. However, since the ionization is very close to 1 at the late redshifts we are interested in, this e↵ect

is subdominant when compared on the uncertainty in the value of ne itself in the IGM.
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In ICM,

that ⇤ee only induces negligible changes in the weighed average of P�� . Therefore, we

approximate the suppression on the X-ray brightness SX due to the ICM e↵ect with:

hP
ICM
�� (ma, ga��)i ⌘

RvirR
rini

dr n
2
e,ICM(r)P��(r;ma, ga��)

RvirR
rini

dr n
2
e,ICM(r)

, (2.22)

where the integral is taken from some initial radius rini. For the ICM magnetic field Model

A we follow [51] and take rini = 10 kpc, whereas for models B and C we take rini = 0 kpc.

The suppression described in Eq. (2.22) immediately implies that there is a fraction

1 � hP
ICM
�� i of the initial X-ray flux that has converted into axions. This means that the

ratio of axions to photons outside the cluster is given by:

I
clusters
a

Iclusters�

=
1� hP

ICM
�� i

hP ICM
�� i

. (2.23)

This changes the value of AX = 2
3

⇣
1 + I

clusters
a
Iclusters�

⌘
in Eq. (2.7) that describes the subsequent

X-ray propagation in the IGM.

Following the scaling described in Eq. (2.21), we can combine Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23)

with the formula in Eq. (2.7), for photons of both CMB and X-ray energies propagating in

the IGM, in order to finally arrive at the e↵ective ADDs to clusters:

D
e↵
A (z;✓) = DA(z;⌦⇤, H0)

P
IGM
�� (z;✓,!CMB)2

P IGM
�� (z;✓,!X, AX)hP ICM

�� (ma, ga��)i
, (2.24)

with DA(z;⌦⇤, H0) given by the standard cosmology formula in Eq. (3.3). ACMB = 2
3 is

used in the computation of the numerator in Eq. (2.24) according to Eq. (2.7), since the

ICM only a↵ects photons of microwave energy in a negligible way.

3 Data and methodology

Having described the e↵ects that axion-photon conversion has on various cosmological

observables, we devote this section to describe the datasets and methodology we have used

for our model fits.

3.1 Datasets

For our analysis we consider data from the following experiments, which we will use a few

di↵erent combinations of:

• Pantheon: the Pantheon dataset [14], consisting of apparent magnitude measure-

ments of 1048 SNIa;

• Clusters: a set of ADDs measurements for 38 galaxy clusters [24];

• SH0ES: measurements of the absolute magnitudes of 19 SNIa by the SH0ES collab-

oration [15];
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For X-rays originating at a radius r in the cluster, we can then approximate the ratio

of outgoing to initial X-ray photon flux after axion-photon conversion, following Eq. (2.4),

as:

P��(r;ma, ga��) = A+ (1�A)

N(r)Y

i=1

✓
1�

3

2
P0(ri)

◆
, (2.13)

where N(r) = (Rvir � r)/LICM is the number of domains with size LICM from origin point

r to the virial radius of the cluster Rvir; P0(ri) is the axion-photon probability conversion

at the center ri of the i-th domain, given by Eq. (2.1); B = BICM(r) according to the three

benchmarks in Eqs. (2.10)-(2.12); and ne = ne,ICM(r) according to Eq. (2.8).

Finally we want to comment on the uncertainties associated with the ICM magnetic

fields. Recently, for example, just how coherent or turbulent these fields are has been the

subject of some concern, and the stringent bounds on the axion-photon coupling relying

on the ICM propagation in [51] has been questioned [54]. As we will discuss below in

more detail, we sidestep this issue by computing and comparing bounds from assuming

either ICM photon-axion conversion with one of the benchmarks in Eqs. (2.10)-(2.12) or

by ignoring the ICM conversion altogether.

2.4 E↵ects on distance observables

In the absence of a significant initial axion flux from the sources, non-negligible axion-

photon mixing results in dimming: the brightness of a distant source will be decreased by

a factor of P�� . Historically, this e↵ect was used in an early attempt at explaining away

the cosmological constant [55]. While the cosmological constant has since been vindicated,

the observation (or lack thereof) of dimming of distant sources can be used to constrain

the axion parameter space.

In this section, we discuss the impact of dimming via axion-photon mixing on lumi-

nosity distances to type Ia SN and on angular diameter distances to galaxy clusters.

2.4.1 Luminosity distances and distance moduli

The flux F from a source of luminosity L located at redshift z is given by:

F (z) = P��(z)
L

4⇡D2
L
(z)

, (2.14)

where P�� accounts for the possible non-conservation of photon flux between the observer

and the source, and the luminosity distance DL is:

DL(z) = (1 + z)

zZ

0

dz0
1

H(z0)
. (2.15)

Flux measurements of distant sources such as SNIa, our primary concern in this section,

are usually expressed in terms of the source’s apparent magnitudem, which is conventionally

written as:

m(z) = M + µ(z) ,

µ(z) ⌘ �5 log10

⇣p
F (z)/F10

⌘
, (2.16)
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where H(z0;⌦⇤, H0) = H0

p
⌦⇤ + (1� ⌦⇤)(1 + z0)3 is the Hubble expansion rate in flat

⇤CDM; and P0(z0;ma, ga��) is the axion-photon conversion probability in Eq. (2.1) with

all the relevant quantities appropriately rescaled by the redshift [25]: s is the comoving

IGM domain size; x = L = s/(1 + z
0) their physical size, BIGM ! BIGM(1 + z

0)2 the

IGM magnetic field, ne,IGM ! ne,IGM(1 + z
0)3 the IGM electron number density, and

! ! !(1+ z
0) the photon energy. The benchmark values of BIGM and ne,IGM are discussed

and explained above.

2.3 Intracluster medium propagation

The angular diameter distances to galaxy clusters, as we will see in Sec. 2.4, rely on

measurements of cluster X-ray brightness. The X-ray photons are produced throughout

the cluster via Bremsstrahlung and line-emission involving the ionized plasma composing

the ICM. These photons travel first through the ICM and then the IGM to reach the

detector.

Faraday rotation measurements in long wavelengths have shown [43–46] that ICM has

magnetic fields with a strength of order O(µG). Therefore a fraction of the X-ray photons

could convert into axions. This possibility has been studied in the literature and yields

some of the strongest limits on couplings of very low mass axions to photons [47–51]. We

devote the rest of this section to the computation of the e↵ect ICM propagation has on

X-rays photons as they leave the cluster. In order to perform this calculation, we need

prescriptions for the ICM’s electron number density ne,ICM and magnetic field BICM.

We model ne,ICM with the double-� profile [24, 52]

ne,ICM(r) = ne,0

0
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A , (2.8)

where ne,0 is the central density, rc1, rc2 are the two core radii, f is the fractional contri-

bution from the inner core, and � is the slope. Eq. (2.8) allows us to compute the photon

plasma mass m� , necessary in the computation of the axion-photon conversion probability

in Eq. (2.1). The values of the parameters for the double-� profiles of the clusters we use

in this work can be found in [24].

For the magnetic field we follow previous literature [45, 46, 51, 53] and assume the

magnetic field follows a power law on the number density:

BICM(r) = Bref

✓
ne(r)

ne(rref)

◆
⌘

, (2.9)

where rref is some reference radius from the cluster’s center, Bref is the magnetic field value

at that point, and ⌘ some power. We will take the two models of the ICM magnetic field

of the Perseus cluster found in [51] and the one for the magnetic field of the Coma cluster

in [45] as benchmarks for our analysis of the ICM e↵ect:

Model A : rref = 0 kpc, Bref = 25 µG, ⌘ = 0.7 , (2.10)

Model B : rref = 25 kpc, Bref = 7.5 µG, ⌘ = 0.5 , (2.11)

Model C : rref = 0 kpc, Bref = 4.7 µG, ⌘ = 0.5 . (2.12)
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measurements of cluster X-ray brightness. The X-ray photons are produced throughout

the cluster via Bremsstrahlung and line-emission involving the ionized plasma composing

the ICM. These photons travel first through the ICM and then the IGM to reach the

detector.

Faraday rotation measurements in long wavelengths have shown [43–46] that ICM has

magnetic fields with a strength of order O(µG). Therefore a fraction of the X-ray photons

could convert into axions. This possibility has been studied in the literature and yields

some of the strongest limits on couplings of very low mass axions to photons [47–51]. We

devote the rest of this section to the computation of the e↵ect ICM propagation has on

X-rays photons as they leave the cluster. In order to perform this calculation, we need

prescriptions for the ICM’s electron number density ne,ICM and magnetic field BICM.

We model ne,ICM with the double-� profile [24, 52]

ne,ICM(r) = ne,0

0

@f

✓
1 +

r
2

r
2
c1

◆� 3�
2

+ (1� f)

✓
1 +

r
2

r
2
c2

◆� 3�
2

1

A , (2.8)

where ne,0 is the central density, rc1, rc2 are the two core radii, f is the fractional contri-

bution from the inner core, and � is the slope. Eq. (2.8) allows us to compute the photon

plasma mass m� , necessary in the computation of the axion-photon conversion probability

in Eq. (2.1). The values of the parameters for the double-� profiles of the clusters we use

in this work can be found in [24].

For the magnetic field we follow previous literature [45, 46, 51, 53] and assume the

magnetic field follows a power law on the number density:

BICM(r) = Bref

✓
ne(r)

ne(rref)

◆
⌘

, (2.9)

where rref is some reference radius from the cluster’s center, Bref is the magnetic field value

at that point, and ⌘ some power. We will take the two models of the ICM magnetic field

of the Perseus cluster found in [51] and the one for the magnetic field of the Coma cluster

in [45] as benchmarks for our analysis of the ICM e↵ect:

Model A : rref = 0 kpc, Bref = 25 µG, ⌘ = 0.7 , (2.10)

Model B : rref = 25 kpc, Bref = 7.5 µG, ⌘ = 0.5 , (2.11)

Model C : rref = 0 kpc, Bref = 4.7 µG, ⌘ = 0.5 . (2.12)
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Figure 4. Residuals of the Pantheon SNIa apparent magnitude (left) and the cluster ADD (right)
data, compared to a ⇤CDM benchmark with ⌦⇤ = 0.69, H0 = 69 km sec�1 Mpc�1, and M =
�19.39. The colors denote the deviation from this benchmark in these observables, for ne,IGM =
1.6 ⇥ 10�8 cm�3, ma = 10�16 eV, and both ga�� = 6 ⇥ 10�13 GeV�1 (solid, yellow) and ga�� =
6⇥10�12 GeV�1 (dot-sahed, green). In the right panel, both the case with (diamonds) and without
(lines) ICM e↵ects are presented. For the former, we use the magnetic field model A.

cluster [70] and X-ray spectroscopy from AGN NGC 1275 [51] (note that the ICM magnetic

field modeling for NGC 1275 bound is questioned in [54]). We could see that,

• the weakest limit we have, assuming that no X-ray photon-axion conversion in ICM,

leads to a bound comparable to existing bounds from SN1987a and super star cluster:

ga�� . (4� 5)⇥ 10�12 GeV�1 for ma . 5⇥ 10�13 eV, assuming BIGM = 1 nG. For

weaker BIGM, the bounds should be scaled by nG/BIGM accordingly.

• if the magnetic field in ICM is described by model A in Eq. (2.10), the strongest limit

we have pushes ga�� . (5� 6)⇥ 10�13 GeV�1 for ma . 5⇥ 10�12 eV. As mentioned

above, these bounds are independent of BIGM. Note that to avoid a busy plot, we do

not show the bounds assuming model B and C in Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12). They are

weaker than the one from model A but still stronger than the weakest limit assuming

only IGM conversion.

Note that axions in the narrow mass range (6 ⇥ 10�13
� 10�11) eV are ruled out by

superradiance of stellar black holes [71] and for even lighter axions with mass around or

below 10�20 eV, there exists interesting constraints on ga�� from AGN [72], protoplanetary

disk polarimetry [73] and CMB birefringence [74], which we do not show in the figure.

In addition, the distortion of CMB spectrum due to � � a conversion only places strong

bounds at ma > 10�14 eV [60, 61], which scales with BIGM.

It has been noted in [75] that for ultralight axions, cosmological considerations re-

quiring axion to have a matter-power spectrum that matches that of cold dark matter

constrains the magnitude of the axion couplings to the visible sector. As a result, at least

part of the parameter space the cosmic distance measurements could probe is associated

with non-trivial axion models, in which axions have an abnormally large coupling to pho-

tons, as constructed in [75–78].
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Method 
1. Cosmic distances in ΛCDM + 𝛾-a conversion model 

        — Parameters 

        — Model 𝛾-a conversion and include them in observables 

 

3.2 Methodology

We consider various combinations of the datasets described in Sec. 3.1, as well as di↵erent

assumptions regarding the ICM and IGM, with the goal of deriving and comparing bounds

on the axion parameter space (ma, ga��) in di↵erent cases:

• Early vs. Late: In light of the Hubble crisis and the disagreement regarding H0 and

r
drag
s between the SH0ES collaboration on the one hand and the Planck collaboration

on the other [18, 19], we split our datasets into two subsets with likelihoods given by

Learly ⌘ LPan · Lcl · LBAO · LPl , (3.9)

Llate ⌘ LPan · Lcl · LBAO · LSH0ES · LTD , (3.10)

and we fit to each likelihood separately.

• with vs. without ICM propagation: Given the debate surrounding the robustness of

bounds on axion-photon interactions obtained from ICM propagation e↵ects [51, 54],

we perform fits both with and without this e↵ect. For the analyses that include the

ICM e↵ect, we assume three di↵erent models for the ICM magnetic field: A, B, and

C, given by Eqs. (2.10)-(2.12).

• IGM electron number density: We take two benchmarks for the IGM electron number

density: ne,1 = 1.6⇥ 10�8 cm�3 and ne,2 = 3.0⇥ 10�8 cm�3, described in Sec. 2.2.

We run the public MCMC code emcee [63] to fit the combined set of cosmological

and axion parameters ⇥ = {H0,⌦⇤,M, r
drag
s ,ma, ga��} to the total likelihoods given by

Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10), for the ICM and IGM assumptions listed in the cases above. This

means we perform 16 di↵erent runs. The code is based on the a�ne-invariant ensem-

ble sampler [64], with some of the likelihoods inspired by Monte Python [65, 66]. The

chains are taken as being converged when the chain length is at least 50 times the auto-

correlation time. The corner distribution plots, which we use to extract our results,

were obtained with the publicly available corner software package [67]. For our runs

we assume the following linear priors on the cosmological parameters: ⌦⇤ 2 [0.6, 0.75],

H0 2 [60, 80] km sec�1Mpc�1, M 2 [�21,�18], and r
drag
s 2 [120, 160] Mpc; as well as the

Je↵reys priors log10(ma/eV) 2 [�17,�11], and log10(ga��GeV) 2 [�18,�8].

Finally, a word of caution about constraints derived from Bayesian analyses. It is

not uncommon in the literature to quote the 95% credible region (C.R.) of a parameter’s

posterior as a bound. However, if the posterior is non-gaussian, this region is strongly

dependent on the choice of the lower end of the prior of the corresponding parameter. This

reflects the data’s insensitivity to vanishing parameters. In our case, one such parameter

is ga�� : for su�ciently small couplings, the axion-photon conversion is negligible and the

data is insensitive to it. The ga�� posterior is thus flat on its lower end, and the size of the

sampling volume before the posterior falls o↵ depends on the lower end of the ga�� prior.

We take the theoretically motivated value of gmin
a�� = 10�18 GeV�1, corresponding to the

reduced Planck mass scale, as our choice for this lower end.
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with different combinations  
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density: ne,1 = 1.6⇥ 10�8 cm�3 and ne,2 = 3.0⇥ 10�8 cm�3, described in Sec. 2.2.

We run the public MCMC code emcee [63] to fit the combined set of cosmological

and axion parameters ⇥ = {H0,⌦⇤,M, r
drag
s ,ma, ga��} to the total likelihoods given by

Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10), for the ICM and IGM assumptions listed in the cases above. This

means we perform 16 di↵erent runs. The code is based on the a�ne-invariant ensem-

ble sampler [64], with some of the likelihoods inspired by Monte Python [65, 66]. The

chains are taken as being converged when the chain length is at least 50 times the auto-

correlation time. The corner distribution plots, which we use to extract our results,

were obtained with the publicly available corner software package [67]. For our runs

we assume the following linear priors on the cosmological parameters: ⌦⇤ 2 [0.6, 0.75],

H0 2 [60, 80] km sec�1Mpc�1, M 2 [�21,�18], and r
drag
s 2 [120, 160] Mpc; as well as the

Je↵reys priors log10(ma/eV) 2 [�17,�11], and log10(ga��GeV) 2 [�18,�8].

Finally, a word of caution about constraints derived from Bayesian analyses. It is

not uncommon in the literature to quote the 95% credible region (C.R.) of a parameter’s

posterior as a bound. However, if the posterior is non-gaussian, this region is strongly

dependent on the choice of the lower end of the prior of the corresponding parameter. This

reflects the data’s insensitivity to vanishing parameters. In our case, one such parameter

is ga�� : for su�ciently small couplings, the axion-photon conversion is negligible and the

data is insensitive to it. The ga�� posterior is thus flat on its lower end, and the size of the

sampling volume before the posterior falls o↵ depends on the lower end of the ga�� prior.

We take the theoretically motivated value of gmin
a�� = 10�18 GeV�1, corresponding to the

reduced Planck mass scale, as our choice for this lower end.
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Likelihood 

• TDCOSMO: the Hubble parameter as measured by the TDCOSMO collaboration

using strong lensing [62];

• BAO: the measurements of the imprint of baryon acoustic oscillations in galaxy

distributions [20–22];

• Planck: The value of the comoving sound horizon at baryon drag given by the Planck

collaboration’s observation of CMB anisotropies [17].

In the rest of this section, we will describe in more detail these datasets and pro-

vide their corresponding likelihoods which we will use in our Markov chain Monte Carlo

(MCMC) fits.

3.1.1 Pantheon

As we have seen in the previous section, axion-photon conversion impacts those cosmic

distance measurements that rely on the brightness of astrophysical sources. The observation

of the brightness of SNIa is one such kind of measurement. The Pantheon dataset is the

most up-to-date collection of apparent magnitude measurements for 1048 SNIa in the

redshift range of 0.01 < z < 2.3 [14]. The corresponding likelihood we use is given by

�2 lnLPan =
1048X

i,j=1

�iC
Pan
ij �j , (3.1)

�i ⌘ m
Pan
i �m

e↵(zi;✓,M) , (3.2)

where CPan is the Pantheon inverse covariance matrix; mPan
i

is the Pantheon measurements

for the apparent magnitudes of the SNIa located at redshift zi while m
e↵(zi;✓,M) is the

corresponding theory prediction given by Eq. (2.18) in the axion-photon conversion model.

We take M as a free parameter in our MCMC runs and fit together with the model

parameters.

For the SNIa in the Pantheon set, we will take the energy of their optical photons to

be ! = 1 eV, the IGM magnetic field BIGM = 1 nG, the comoving size of the magnetic

fields sIGM = 1 Mpc, and the IGM electron number density ne,IGM either 1.6⇥ 10�8 cm�3

or 3.0⇥ 10�8 cm�3. All benchmarks are in accordance with the discussion in Sec. 2.2.

3.1.2 Cluster angular diameter distances

Measurements of angular diameter distances (ADDs) to galaxy clusters, inferred from SZE

and X-ray cluster data, are also sensitive to axion-photon conversion in a manner described

in Sec. 2.4, and can therefore be used to constrain the axion parameter space. In our present

work we use the sample of 38 clusters from [24] as listed in their Table 2, which assumes

spherically symmetric clusters in hydrostatic equilibrium.4

4The sphericity requirement is relaxed in the sample of 25 clusters studied in [23], where an elliptical

morphology is assumed instead. In it, however, the values of the ⇤CDM cosmological parameters are fixed,

since they are highly degenerate with the shape parameters, whose determination is the main goal of the

paper. Since we are interested in fitting the cosmological parameters along with those of the axion-photon

system, we use the dataset in [24] instead. Note that [24] quantifies an error of 15% arising from the

sphericity assumption.
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Pantheon

where M (F10) is the absolute magnitude (flux) of the source, defined at a distance of 10

pc from it; and µ is called the distance modulus which, from Eq. (2.14), can be rewritten

as:

µ(z) = 25 + 5 log10

⇣
D

e↵
L (z)/Mpc

⌘
, (2.17)

where D
e↵
L
(z) = DL(z)/

p
P��(z) is the e↵ective LD in the presence of axion-photon con-

version, and we have taken P�� to be 1 at a distance of 10 pc from the source.

Putting everything together and making explicit the dependence on the parameters ✓

in our analysis, the e↵ective apparent magnitude of the SNIa located at redshift z is

m
e↵(z;✓,M) = M + 25 + 5 log10

⇣
D

e↵
L (z;✓)/Mpc

⌘
, (2.18)

D
e↵
L (z;✓) = DL(z;⌦⇤, H0)/

q
P��(z;✓) , (2.19)

with DL(z;⌦⇤, H0) given by Eq. (2.15) and P��(z;✓) by Eq. (2.7). We will take A in

Eq. (2.7) to be 2/3 since the initial axion flux from SNIa is negligible [32]. Note that

Ref. [32] didn’t consider the possibility of resonant production of axions at SNIa, which we

will comment in App. A and show that it doesn’t modify the conclusion.

Finally, we want to comment on the energy dependence of the photons. The photons

from the SNIa are in the optical band with ! ⇡ 1 eV. If the source is observed in various

frequencies, its magnitude or flux will in general undergo spectral distortion (also called

chromaticity) as a result of the photon energy dependence of P�� , which can in principle

be used to further constrain the axion parameter space. In the parameter space we are

interested in, however, this distortion is negligible. This can be estimated by comparing the

oscillation probabilities for the B band (4.3 eV) and V band (3.4 eV) photons respectively.

The monochromaticity requirement from data [56] could be translated into a constraint

of
��PB

�� � P
V
��

�� . 0.03 [57]. We assume that the photons transverse N = 3000 magnetic

domains and ga�� = 10�11 GeV�1. The probability di↵erence computed using Eq. (2.5)

and Eq. (2.6) is presented in Fig. 1. One can see from the figure that even with this

relatively large ga�� (which is already excluded by SN1987a [58]), the monochromaticity

requirement only constrains ma in a tiny range around 10�14 eV. Therefore, we do not

consider achromaticity in the SNIa observations from photon-axion conversion further in

our analysis.

2.4.2 Angular diameter distances of galaxy clusters

The angular diameter distanceDA (ADD) is defined as the ratio of an astrophysical object’s

physical size d to the arc ✓ that it subtends in the sky. It can be shown to be equal to:

DA(z) =
d

✓
=

1

1 + z

zZ

0

dz0
1

H(z0)
. (2.20)

In general ADDs are una↵ected by the axion-photon conversion since they do not rely

on brightness measurements of any kind. This is the case, for example, for observations that

measure the imprint of the comoving sound horizon on the galaxy two-point correlation
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Cluster ADD

We then construct a likelihood for the ADD measurements from this dataset taking

into account the statistical and systematic uncertainties enumerated in Table 3 of [24],

which we add in quadrature. The likelihood is given by:

� 2 lnLcl =
38X

i=1

 
D

cl
A,i

�D
e↵
A
(zi;✓)

�
cl
i

!2

, (3.3)

where D
e↵
A
(zi;✓) is given by Eq. (2.24). The data in [24] provides not only the redshifts

and ADDs to these clusters but also the ne,0, f , rc1,c2, and � parameters for the double-�

profile of Eq. (2.8) describing the ICM electron number density ne,ICM.

For the factors in Eq. (2.24) related to IGM propagation we assume the same bench-

mark quantities as for the SNIa Pantheon dataset. For the factors dealing with the ICM

e↵ect, we use the three benchmark magnetic field models described in Eqs. (2.10)-(2.12),

and take LICM = 6.08 kpc to be the (uniform) size of the magnetic domains, which is the

mean of the L
�1.2 distribution between 3.5 � 10 kpc proposed in [51]. We take the virial

radius in Eq. Eq. (2.22) to be Rvir = 1.8 Mpc, that of the Perseus cluster.5 Finally, we take

the CMB photons to have energy !CMB = 2.4 ⇥ 10�4 eV. We average the X-ray photon

energy in the band 0.7 � 7 keV using the measured temperature of each cluster [24], and

the resulted photon e↵ective energy is around !X = 5 keV, which we use for our fits. In

light of the uncertainties in the axion-photon conversion for X-rays in the ICM discussed

in Sec. 2.3, we also perform fits to the ADD data ignoring the ICM e↵ect.

3.1.3 BAO

Galaxy surveys can determine the imprint of baryon acoustic oscillations on matter dis-

tribution and then ADDs at low redshifts. More concretely, they measure ratios of the

comoving sound horizon at baryon drag r
drag
s to either the comoving angular diameter

distance DM (z) ⌘ (1 + z)DA(z), the Hubble distance DH(z) ⌘ z/H(z), or the combined

distance DV (z) ⌘
�
DM (z)2DH(z)

�1/3
.

We use the recent observations of rdrags /DV at z = 0.106 by 6dFGS [20], of DV /r
drag
s at

z = 0.15 by SDSS using the MGS galaxy sample [21], and of both DM/r
drag
s and r

drag
s /DH

at z = 0.38, 0.51, and 0.61 by BOSS, from the CMASS and LOWZ galaxy samples of

SDSS-III DR12 [22]. We use the covariance matrix to take care of the correlation between

the three redshift bins from BOSS as the middle one completely overlaps with the other

two. There is no correlation between 6dFGS, MGS sample, and BOSS since BOSS only

contains data with z > 0.2.

Note that since none of these surveys rely on the brightness of sources, these mea-

surements are insensitive to axion-photon conversion e↵ects, and therefore can be used

to constrain the cosmological parameters {H0,⌦⇤} of ⇤CDM. Since these measurements

depend on r
drag
s , whenever we use these datasets we include rdrags as an extra parameter to

our model.
5We also performed our analysis with di↵erent Rvir’s for each cluster instead, using the parameters of

DM halo NFW profile listed in [24]. This made the analysis more computationally expensive, and yielded

identical results to those with fixed Rvir = 1.8 Mpc.
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that ⇤ee only induces negligible changes in the weighed average of P�� . Therefore, we

approximate the suppression on the X-ray brightness SX due to the ICM e↵ect with:

hP
ICM
�� (ma, ga��)i ⌘

RvirR
rini

dr n
2
e,ICM(r)P��(r;ma, ga��)

RvirR
rini

dr n
2
e,ICM(r)

, (2.22)

where the integral is taken from some initial radius rini. For the ICM magnetic field Model

A we follow [51] and take rini = 10 kpc, whereas for models B and C we take rini = 0 kpc.

The suppression described in Eq. (2.22) immediately implies that there is a fraction

1 � hP
ICM
�� i of the initial X-ray flux that has converted into axions. This means that the

ratio of axions to photons outside the cluster is given by:

I
clusters
a

Iclusters�

=
1� hP

ICM
�� i

hP ICM
�� i

. (2.23)

This changes the value of AX = 2
3

⇣
1 + I

clusters
a
Iclusters�

⌘
in Eq. (2.7) that describes the subsequent

X-ray propagation in the IGM.

Following the scaling described in Eq. (2.21), we can combine Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23)

with the formula in Eq. (2.7), for photons of both CMB and X-ray energies propagating in

the IGM, in order to finally arrive at the e↵ective ADDs to clusters:

D
e↵
A (z;✓) = DA(z;⌦⇤, H0)

P
IGM
�� (z;✓,!CMB)2

P IGM
�� (z;✓,!X, AX)hP ICM

�� (ma, ga��)i
, (2.24)

with DA(z;⌦⇤, H0) given by the standard cosmology formula in Eq. (3.3). ACMB = 2
3 is

used in the computation of the numerator in Eq. (2.24) according to Eq. (2.7), since the

ICM only a↵ects photons of microwave energy in a negligible way.

3 Data and methodology

Having described the e↵ects that axion-photon conversion has on various cosmological

observables, we devote this section to describe the datasets and methodology we have used

for our model fits.

3.1 Datasets

For our analysis we consider data from the following experiments, which we will use a few

di↵erent combinations of:

• Pantheon: the Pantheon dataset [14], consisting of apparent magnitude measure-

ments of 1048 SNIa;

• Clusters: a set of ADDs measurements for 38 galaxy clusters [24];

• SH0ES: measurements of the absolute magnitudes of 19 SNIa by the SH0ES collab-

oration [15];
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BAO
Schematically, then, the BAO likelihood is given by:

�2 lnLBAO =
X

i,j

�iC
BAO
ij �j , (3.4)

�i ⌘ Q
BAO
i �Q

⇤CDM(zi;⌦⇤, H0, r
drag
s ) , (3.5)

where C
BAO is the inverse covariance matrix of the BAO measurements. Q

BAO
i

is the

quantity being measured at redshift zi, and Q
⇤CDM(zi;⌦⇤, H0, r

drag
s ) is the model’s predic-

tion, which depends only on the cosmological parameters {H0,⌦⇤, r
drag
s } and is therefore

identical to that of ⇤CDM.

3.1.4 SH0ES

The SH0ES collaboration used parallax to deduce the distances to standard candles such

as Cepheid variables in order to determine the absolute magnitude of 19 accompanying

SNIa [15]. We then construct the corresponding likelihood:

� 2 lnLSH0ES =
19X

i=1

✓
M

SH0ES
i

�M

�
SH0ES
i

◆2

(3.6)

Note that we are using the SH0ES collaboration’s determination of the absolute magnitude

M and not their value for H0, since this was determined under the assumption of photon

flux conservation, which is not true in the axion-photon conversion framework.

3.1.5 TDCOSMO

The Hubble parameter can be determined through strong lensing. A sample of 7 such lenses

was used by the TDCOSMO collaboration to determine a value ofH0 = 74.5+5.6
�6.1 km sec�1Mpc�1

[62]. We note that this measurement is independent of photon brightness and thus con-

strains H0 only, not the axion parameter space. The likelihood we use is therefore:

� 2 lnLTD =

✓
H

TD
0 �H0

�TD

◆2

, (3.7)

where for simplicity we take the symmetrized error �TD = 5.85 km sec�1Mpc�1.

3.1.6 Planck

The use of the BAO likelihood defined in Eq. (3.4) requires the introduction of the comoving

sound horizon at baryon drag r
drag
s as an extra parameter in our model. There is enough

constraining power in the late-Universe data from Pantheon+SH0ES+TDCOSMO to deter-

mine the value of this parameter. However a di↵erent possibility is to use early-Universe

data from Planck’s observations of the CMB anisotropies [17], which yield r
drag,obs
s =

147.09± 0.26 for TT,TE,EE+low-E+lensing measurements. The likelihood we use is then

simply given by:

� 2 lnLPl =

 
r
drag,Pl
s � r

drag
s

�Pl

!2

. (3.8)

In the next section we describe how we deal with the so-called Hubble crisis and the

discrepancies between SH0ES, TDCOSMO, and Planck.
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Schematically, then, the BAO likelihood is given by:

�2 lnLBAO =
X

i,j

�iC
BAO
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where C
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drag
s } and is therefore

identical to that of ⇤CDM.
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The SH0ES collaboration used parallax to deduce the distances to standard candles such
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Note that we are using the SH0ES collaboration’s determination of the absolute magnitude

M and not their value for H0, since this was determined under the assumption of photon
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where for simplicity we take the symmetrized error �TD = 5.85 km sec�1Mpc�1.
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drag
s as an extra parameter in our model. There is enough

constraining power in the late-Universe data from Pantheon+SH0ES+TDCOSMO to deter-

mine the value of this parameter. However a di↵erent possibility is to use early-Universe

data from Planck’s observations of the CMB anisotropies [17], which yield r
drag,obs
s =

147.09± 0.26 for TT,TE,EE+low-E+lensing measurements. The likelihood we use is then

simply given by:
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In order to bypass this Bayesian issue, we quote our bounds based on the likelihood-

ratio test for the 95% confidence level (C.L.) in the next section on results. In other words,

the loci of those points in (ma, ga��) parameter space that yield a��
2
tot ⌘ �2 ln(Ltot/Lbf) =

�
2
tot � �

2
bf di↵erence from the best-fit point of ��

2
tot = 5.99 (for two degrees of freedom).

These bounds are insensitive to the priors of the parameters and more conservative than

those obtained from the Bayesian 95% C.R, as we will see in the next section.

4 Results

In this section, we will present our results:6 both the 95% C.L upper bounds from likelihood-

ratio tests and the posteriors of parameters from the MCMC running.
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Figure 2. 95% C.L. upper bound on ga�� as a function of ma from likelihood-ratio tests. We
assume BIGM = 1 nG. Left: bound from Learly; Right: bound from Llate. Dashed curves assume
ne,1 = 1.6 ⇥ 10�8 cm�3 while solid curves assume ne,2 = 3.0 ⇥ 10�8 cm�3. From top to bottom,
the four sets of curves (each set with a solid and a dashed line for two di↵erent ne’s) correspond to
not including ICM e↵ects on the galaxy cluster data, or including ICM e↵ects assuming magnetic
field model A, B and C in Eqs. (2.10)-(2.12).

From the likelihood-ratio test, we obtain 95% C.L. upper bound in the (ma, ga��) plane

assuming BIGM = 1 nG from both Learly and Llate, which is shown in Fig. 2. We also show

constraints from varying the electron density in IGM and models to describe possible ICM

e↵ects onDA to galaxy clusters as described in Sec. 2.3 and Sec. 2.4.2. The corner plot from

our Bayesian analysis, showing the 95% C.R. of the parameters in the set ⇥, is presented

in Fig. 3. From all the numerical results, we learn that

• The results are very similar for both Learly and Llate, for a given ICM model. The

datasets used in Learly and Llate mainly di↵er in H0 and r
drag
s anchors for BAO. Yet

the constraints on ga�� are mainly due to the shape of H(z) at late times constructed

from various distance measurements, which are used for both Learly and Llate. In

other words, our bounds do not depend on the resolution of Hubble crisis.

6Our python code, which implements both the physics of axion-photon conversion

and the MCMC Bayesian analysis of its parameters using emcee, is publicly available at

github.com/ManuelBuenAbad/cosmo axions.
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Additional results

NGC 1275 bound is also subject to similar uncertainties of ICM magnetic field. 



Figure 3. Resulting corner plot from our Bayesian analysis, showing the 95% C.R. of the ⇥
parameters. Here ma and ga�� are in units of eV and GeV respectively. r

drag
s is in units of Mpc,

and H0 in km sec�1 Mpc�1. There are four benchmarks: Llate (solid) and Learly (dashed), both
with (blue) and without (red) ICM conversion e↵ects. We use model A for the ICM magnetic field,
and ne,IGM = 1.6⇥ 10�8 cm�3 as the IGM electron density.

the ADD distances to clusters, overshadowing the z-dependent IGM e↵ect behind, and

making the bounds independent of BIGM.

Lastly, we want to compare our results with existing studies in the literature, which

is shown in Fig. 5. For readability, we only show the 95% C.L. upper limits from either

assuming no ICM conversion e↵ects on the galaxy cluster data or assuming model A in

Eq. (2.10) for the e↵ect. The upper limits for model B and C in Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) are

in between them. In the figure, we also show several other strong bounds on ga�� in the

same mass range from CAST [68], SN1987a [58] (note that [69] proposes a looser bound,

due to an alternative modeling of the neutrino emission), X-ray searches from super star
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A Fun Puzzle
Light sources: dimming ⟹ further; brightening ⟹ closer.  

H0 deduced from SNIa would be larger (compared to the true value). 
Alleviate Hubble tension between SH0ES+Pantheon (Riess et.al’s 
measurement) and CMB!  
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D / 1/H0 : smaller D, larger H0. 



A Fun Puzzle

abundant axion production 
at SNIa (Ia/I𝞬 ~ 0.8) 

More axions convert to 
photons than the other way 
round when propagating in 
IGM

SNIa further away is brightened 



A Fun Puzzle

abundant axion production 
at SNIa (Ia/I𝞬 ~ 0.8) 

More axions convert to 
photons than the other way 
round when propagating in 
IGM

SN further away is brightened 

Yet the two requirements point towards very different mass ranges of 
axions. Any way to make it work? 


